
OS Installation and auditing: these two terms cause many
Windows administrators to either grimace, or nod off. They
are both tedious but vital tasks where the devil is in the details.

Most enterprise admins have available some very expensive and
sophisticated solutions to ease these two tasks. For auditing, the answer
is often found in complex open-source white-hat hacking tools, fraught
with command-line switches and configuration nuisances. For installing
the Windows OS, costly commercial systems imaging and deployment
software typically provide the answer.

There is a simpler way; it may surprise you to find that the world
of shareware offers some excellent tools for these two chores. This
month I’d like to introduce you to two applications that I’ve found to
be remarkably powerful, low-cost solutions for the tasks of installing
Windows and for auditing Windows environments: nLite and
Nsaudit, respectively.

The caveat of course is that I’m not suggesting that you can replace
your expensive commercial auditing and installation applications with
shareware. However, the utilities I’m looking at this month are two of
the most useful tools, commercial or otherwise, I’ve come across in
quite awhile.

NLITE 1.0 BY DINO NUHAGIC

Freeware
Windows’ “everything but the kitchen sink” approach has certainly

worn thin for most admins. The backlash-driven cyclical popularity of
thin clients, kiosks, and “lightweight” OS’s prove that most admins,
and indeed, many users—never stop yearning for Windows to lose
some weight.

nLite is a simple solution to “downsizing” Windows into a custom
install of as few add-on components as you wish. One way I’ve used
this tool is to restrict Windows to a very base installation for junior high
classrooms (a nightmarish user-base for Windows support).

These installations are deployed without MS Internet Explorer,
Windows Media Player, or any similar add-ons. Using nLite, I was then
able to create an installer CD with alternative (and ostensibly more
secure) Internet tools such as Mozilla Firefox. Best of all, I have cre-
ated Windows2000 installations of as little as 212 Megabytes (not
including pagefile, of course), a remarkably small install for Windows
that can be very useful for older machines with limited drive space.

There’s more: nLite is also excellent for slipstreaming hotfixes, serv-
ice packs, and third-party or updated drivers into your installation. This
feature has been very useful for my Windows2000 installs where a

large number of device drivers have been updated since the original
release CDs were published.

The interface for nLite is not fancy: cascading check box trees allow
you to uncheck those applications you would like removed. Additional
options are accessible via tabbed windows. I found the interface pleas-
antly dull and wonderfully business-like, but I suppose some users may
find it drab.

To create a custom installation, you must first copy the full file set
from your chosen Windows installer CD to a folder on the host vol-
ume. Then, adding hotfixes and drivers is as simple as adding a pointer
to the .exe file of the hotfix or the .inf of the desired drivers in the nLite
hotfix menu.

Adding and removing Windows standard install components is a
simple check box affair; nearly every imaginable component of
Windows may be removed, including, delightfully, some that cannot be
removed via the standard Windows custom install.

Unattended installs are suported as well; from Domain to screen res-
olution, to the ability to enable Data Execution Prevention (DEP), all
the necessary configuration options are there in exhaustive array.

Some of the most interesting features of nLite are found in the
“options and tweaks” tab. Here you find the vital option to automati-
cally rename the administrator’s account during installs, and the useful
option to disable System File Checker (SFC), thus preventing SFC (the
often counterproductive Windows “feature”) from restoring old DLLs
intentionally deleted from the cache and starting the system down the
slippery slope to “DLL he—”.

Finally, the tweaks tab lets you customize start menu behavior and
general GUI behavior to your heart’s content. The number of options in
this tab is truly bewildering even for the jaded admin. I can scarcely think
of a tweak that cannot be accomplished as an install option in nLite.

Finally, the installation package may be written as an .iso file or
saved as an image to an install directory.

nLite supports all recent Windows versions (even 64-bit) from
Windows2000 up, and the only requirement is the increasingly ubiqui-
tous Windows .NET Framework 1.1.

So, even though all the aforesaid tasks can be accomplished using
respected and popular commercial products, including the excellent
Microsoft SMS environment—none of these products are free!

And frankly, many are overkill, reaching the level of drudgeware, a
term I use to describe complex tools that require tedious and methodi-
cal adjustment before achieving any practical usability. The beauty of
nLite is its simple effectiveness, and I am certain it will find a valued
place in any administrator’s arsenal.

Do Your Chores!
By  J im  J u s t e n  
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NSAUDITOR 1.1.15 BY NSASOFT

Shareware, $37.00 (volume discounts available).
Occasionally I run across the website of a prolific shareware and

freeware creator who has written so many excellent tools that it’s hard
to know where to begin highlighting them for readers. Nsauditor.com
of Armenia is one such website. The site is packed with tremendously
useful free and low-cost quality utilities any admin will find useful.

The crowning jewel of this company’s products is the excellent
Nsauditor suite, a comprehensive set of effective, inexpensive systems
and network auditing tools.

A true all-in-one tool, Nsauditor displays in-depth details of all
TCP/UDP endpoints on a network. While by no means a unique tool,
Nsauditor does the job in such an efficient and affordable way that it
stands out from similar offerings.

Mind you, Nsauditor is not quite an industrial strength security
scanner. Many classic Linux/Open Source tools are far more sophis-
ticated and incisive weapons for ferreting out security holes. Open
Source “greatest hits” such as Nessus, Nmap, and Ethereal are far
more adept at their singular tasks, but they are also much harder to
use, especially for junior admins or those unfamiliar with Linux. I
think even administrators with strong skills in more sophisticated
tools will nonetheless find Nsauditor an extremely convenient col-
lection of tools to have at hand. After all, if you detect suspicious
behavior or need to delve further into a network, you can always
switch to a heavy-hitter.

There are more than 30 individual tools in Nsauditor, and space does
not permit me to examine each one in detail. Instead, I’d like to offer a
brief overview of the types of tools available and the tasks that may be
accomplished with them.

Like nLite, the Nsauditor interface is basic. The explorer-bar-like
paned interface lists clickable category menus (“Sessions, Tools,
Statistics, and Utilities”) with individual tools grouped accordingly. For
example, the “Sessions” menu groups tools necessary for network
auditing, monitoring, and scanning.

The “Network Monitoring” application is comprehensive and pro-
vides impressively thorough insight into running services. Descriptions
of the services’ purpose, local and remote ports used, and the like are
visible at a glance. Right-clicking on a selected process displays fre-
quently needed tasks such as whois, traceroute, and process close.
Double-clicking on a process brings up remarkably extensive details,
including memory contents, thread priority, PID, associated DLLs with
modification date, and KILL.

Of course, you can gather all this info via tools built-in to Windows
or available in various Windows Administration Packs, but Nsauditor
makes it easy to perform common auditing tasks without switching to
another application entirely.

In the auditing realm, Nsaudit probes for security risks though the
“Audit” tool. TCP port ranges may be targeted , as well as specific ports
of interest. Nsaudit searches for common vulnerabilities, such as weak
passwords and unwanted FTP or other web services. There are very
good SNMP and MS-SQL auditors in this section as well.

The “Network Scanner” tool is a good tool for scanning anything
from a complete network to a small workgroup or even a single PC.
Ping sweeps can be generated for initial profiling, and port scans can
be dialed-down to the desired level of stealth, from an unsubtle connect
scan to below-the-radar SYN and FIN scans.

While hardcore hackers and security experts would scoff at the
Network Scanner tool, it does a yeoman’s job of scanning in a very
easy to use interface.

The “Tools” menu is where the basic network diagnostics apps are
grouped. Most of these are ordinary, but one that stands out is the
“Enumerate Computers” tool, which rapidly enumerates computers in
a domain and parses them out by service or purpose. This is a great way
to rapidly find computers meeting a certain criteria, such as every com-
puter running a dial-in service, or as a PDC, or even finding Novell
servers. Enumeration results are displayed as XML formatted text for
easy analysis.

Other tools include traffic generation applications; these are solid
performers and, though not capable of the most advanced tasks, should
still prove very useful for many common network tasks.

For example, Http traffic can be generated for testing web
servers, and network traffic can be emulated for stress testing or
vulnerability testing. I appreciated that the emulator in particular
covered all the bases for protocols; in addition to the expected
ICMP, UDP, and TCP, a wide-range of esoteric protocols like
ARGUS and XNS-IDP can be emulated as well. Also to be found in
this section is an effective TCP port redirector, handy for testing
IDSs and firewalls for correct configuration.

Rounding out the “Tools” menu are basics such as Ping, traceroute,
Whois, and DNS lookups. Most of these are fairly bare-bones applica-
tions and ordinary. In general, I prefer other stand-alone applications
for such network tasks (the excellent 3D Traceroute comes to mind ).
But that’s not really the point of an all-in-one tool such as Nsaudit; of
course there are more sophisticated tools to accomplish these tasks, but
Nsaudit’s collection of basic network diagnostics is just enough to get
the job done without fanfare.

Finally, the “Statistics” menu conveniently groups detailed traffic
data through your NIC in one window pane. You can drill-down into
the minutiae of traffic statistics, retrieving info such as ICMP quenches,
TCP datagram errors, and IP tables. This section is definitely a gold-
mine for experienced admins and engineers.

One final point worth noting, like any serious administrative tool,
Nsaudit generates comprehensive reports of its activities in XML for-
mat. Nsaudit itself has some general alert and logging features, but they
are modest at best. The company says reporting will will improve in the
next release.

Built-in help is good, though it is marred by sporadic typos and
occasionally suffers from odd syntax that reminds one that Nsaudit
hails from Armenia. Good documentation is available online as well,
albeit in a slightly annoying form (a single PDF or Word document
per topic).

Remarkably, considering the price, unlimited email support is
included in the purchase price. I didn’t make any effort to test response
times, but it appears the authors sincerely endeavor to provide decent
support for their product.

Pricing is per single-user license. Multi-user licenses are avail-
able, as are academic and government licenses. Volume licenses are
heavily discounted.
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Nlite http://www.nliteos.com
NsAuditor http://www.nsauditor.com
3D Traceroute http://www.d3tr.de
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My only complaint is perhaps that Nsauditor may be a bit too much
of a good thing and thus feels a little cluttered and unfocused.

Yet it’s surely better to have tools you don’t need every time at hand
rather than lack a critical tool for those rare times it is needed. I’ve only
scratched the surface of what’s available in Nsauditor, and I think any
administrator will find it has something to offer them, even if the don’t
find every tool to their liking.

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in
broadcast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was
assigned to support early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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